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Dear Friends,

Welcome to your summer edition of the Trust�s news sheet, I hope that

you are all enjoying the warmer weather.

I open this news sheet with the sad news that Peggy Agg past away at the

end of last year. Peggy has been such a loyal supporter of the Trust over

the years in many different ways, taking over supporting us after the

death of Peter over ten years ago. After Peter�s death, along with her

stepson Charlie, she donated Peter�s extensive archive of Trojan papers

to the Trust, along with various Trojan small machines, including a

Trokart, Trobike and a Mini-Motor. She then went on to host various

Trojan related events with the final one being a lunch for ex Trojan

workers. This was a wonderful event which brought together around 15

former employees for what was really the last Trojan Ltd Dinner. Peggy

also was often in touch with me with various advice and encouragement

which was really lovely to receive. Peggy will be greatly missed by all of

us in the Trojan world but especially by myself.



Donated by Mike Shepherd



!

We�ve had a number of great donations to the Trust�s archive over the

last few months, various  photos and original Trojan related articles and

adverts. The largest donation came from Mike Reed who sent us his large

collection of Trojan Apprentice magazines. These magazines were com-

pletely written by the apprentices through the 1950�s and then printed for

them by the company. As you can imagine there are very few surviving

copies of these magazines as they were only produced for the apprentices

at the time. Mike�s collection was partly his own copies that he had kept,

but with extra copies added that he had picked up from other former

apprentices during more recent years. Mike also sent us all of his appren-

tice reports. These are very like school reports and were sent by Trojan

to his parents to keep them informed as to his progress. They were

marked on a wide variety of acquired skills and I�m pleased to say that

by the end of Mike�s apprenticeship he had gained the top marks out of

all the others and so was awarded the Dykes Cup at the end of his

apprenticeship. Mike also sent us many photos and other items for the

archive.



15cwt Trojan Mini-bus used for transporting crew around the Airfield,

this is one of two owned by Eagle and is pictured at Blackbushe in 1958.

Both of these photos were sent in by Tony Etheridge who coincidently

Lives in Oxhey Hall, which is where Leslie Hounsfield was born  on

20th July 1877



Another Mike, Mike Shepherd sent in some interesting items, they

included original complete 50�s magazines with articles and adverts on

various aspects of Trojan, but also two items I�ve never seen before. The

first being a Trojan matchbox holder, produced as a marketing give away

and dating from somewhere between the 30�s and the 50�s. Also a �blank�

Trokart medal. I say blank as although it is cast with the picture of a

Trokart race on one side, it is blank on the other, so this one was never

awarded. Two brilliant items to have in our collection.



This mini article and advert both came from the  Daily Mail Motor

Show Review Magazine 1961, which was donated by Mike Shepherd



An exciting new development has come up for the Trust. We have agreed

to work with another charity to put on a joint display with one of our

vehicles, in a very popular motor museum. The display will be initially

for two years but can be extended if all parties agree. I�m afraid I can�t

give you more details at this early stage, as the museum and other charity

wish to keep things under wraps until the display is about to open. But I

will keep you informed as to progress and it will be great to get one of

the Trust vehicles on public display along with information about Trojan

Ltd and the work of the Trust.

The above book has just been published and contains a wonderful

collection of  photographs including a page about Grooms Bakery

of Erith who used  Trojan vans. It has been written by a Friend of the

Trust who has sent to us copies of many great photos which he has found.

To get a copy please contact Allan directly  allanbbedford@yahoo.co.uk





A great photo of a

solid tyred Utility

sent in by Tony

Etheridge.

Mike Reed in his work clothes behind the Trojan Works



From a just a few lines in one of the apprentice magazines we have

discovered another machine to which Trojan contributed. The mention

was in the magazine from April 1951 and talks of an order being placed

for 5000 epicyclic gear boxes to be used on an autotruck called the

Mechanical Moke. It describes this truck as �a type of large wheel barrow

motivated by a 3 horse power engine�. It then goes on to state that

preliminary planning for production has taken place and materials and

components have been ordered, with the first deliveries being in early

1952. There is very little about these Mechanical Mokes on the internet,

searches not being helped by so much information on the later Mini

Moke, which coincidently one of the Trust�s friends owns an original

1960�s example. I did find the photo below but very little else, however

another friend of the Trust who used to edit the autotruck magazine is

looking into the Mokes on our behalf, so more information may turn up

in time for the next newsletter.



A very early photo of a Trojan Utility taken at the  Olympia and White

City Motor Show of 1922. And comes from a book donated to us by Mike

Shepherd. The note with the photo states that Trojan were offering a

15,000 mile guarantee on the solid tyres.

I hope that you have found this news sheet interesting and do please get

in touch with any Trojan queries or if you have any Trojan information

which could help the Trust.

Have a lovely summer.

David Hambleton

5 St Johns Close, Fyfield. Oxon. OX13 5LP

01865 390124

david_hambleton@hotmail.com         www.trojanmuseumtrust.org


